
For kids who are bouncing off the walls and the 
parents/guardians who try to keep up with them!

Ages 6-9 
Sundays, 11:00-11:45
Register by visiting odc.dance/youth-classes or  
email registration@odc.dance

Sundays at home will never be the same! Each week, Fun House 

will offer a different movement adventure from the comfort of your 

own home.

Try your first Youth Drop in class for FREE

Fun House
A Weekly Adventure



10
Samantha Stone “The Return  of the Super Hero Dance Day” 
The year has just turned 2021 and trouble is still in the air — a call for Return of the Superhero Dance Day! We will continue 
to train our secret powers readying to face the lurking villains, but this time, join our forces to battle as a team! *wear your best 
superhero costumes

17
Emily Hansel “Wands and Wizards”
We’ll use wands, our imaginations, and a little bit of Zoom magic to explore and transform the room around us! Come to class  
with a wand, whether it’s a cooking spoon, a stick, a fairy wand, or an authentic souvenir from Harry Potter World.

24
Samantha Stone “Dress to Impress”
Bring 5 shirts, 5 pants, 2 hats, too many socks, perhaps a coat and maybe a scarf  — clothes that don’t mind being tossed and 
turned. There will be layering and sorting and flinging and fashion shows. Let’s dance the dress up.  

31
KJ Dahlaw “Chance Dance: Fortune Teller Style”
Come experiment with dance by chance. We’ll cast movement spells and turn them into dances, making a paper fortune teller/
cootie catcher. Bring a blank sheet of paper, a scissor and markers/color pencils/oil pastels to class. 
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7
Emily Hansel “Staycation Adventure”
Pack your bags and get ready for an adventure...in the living room! We’ll transform our homes into the ultimate vacation adventure —
we’ll use props from every room in the house and we might even move some furniture around to form an obstacle course!

14
KJ Dahlaw “Chair Day”
Do you want to master falling... off a chair? This class combines physical theater and clowning to discover what movement 
invention is possible with a chair.

21
Helen Wicks “Lunar Landing”
In this journey to the moon, we will explore what it is like to move with and without gravity on the moon’s many different surfaces 
and expand our perspective through a lunar adventure that brings glee and grit! 

28
Samantha Stone  “Mood Swings”
We feel so many different emotions! In this moody class we’ll dance it all out, finding movements from the sad to the silly and 
everything in between.
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7
KJ Dahlaw “Falling Down”
An adventure in falling — we will grab pillows and blankets as crashing pads and explore weight and ways of falling.

14
Emily Hansel “Monster Screen Dances”
Our popular screen dance class returns with a twist: come dressed as a monster! Whether you’re silly or scary, colorful or 
camouflage, all creatures are welcome here, where the screen is your stage! We’ll grow, shrink, enter, exit, and bounce off the 
edges of our Zoom windows. 

21
Helen Wicks “Roll With It”
Learning to roll could save your life! Students will learn fundamental, basic, and safe rolls to practice at home. Bring a large pillow, 
couch cushion, or set up on carpet!

28
KJ Dahlaw “Mad Lib Madness”
Let’s co-create hilarious mad libs stories and make them into dances! Come ready to laugh!
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4 NO CLASS (Spring Break)

11
Samantha Stone “Catch the Beat”
Rhythm can be found everywhere. In this class we will find the beat in our bodies, found instruments, and in the music we listen  
to until we are building our own rhythmic dances to share.  

18
Helen Wicks “Leave it to Chance”
This class is one big game! And since we’re leaving everything up to chance, who knows what could happen!? If you can, come  
to class with a deck of playing cards, a six-sided die, and a coin.

25
Emily Hansel “X Marks the Spot”
We’ll search for buried treasure in our own homes! Learn how to make your own treasure hunt, complete with an indoor obstacle 
course and old-timey treasure map!
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Helen Wicks  “Two Peas in a Pod”
This class is for a pair of two people — a parent and a student, or two siblings. Pairs will be guided  through inventive partner 
movement games to explore new ways to make moves with your loved ones safely at home.

9
Samantha Stone “What Was That!?”
Did you hear that? What about that? In this class we will act as sound detectives, following our ears to collect sounds to set 
movement to.
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